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Theory & cases
Dr. Detlef Hildebrand 
Dental-Forum, Berlin

Live surgery
Dr. Detlef Hildebrand 
Dental-Forum, Berlin

Scanning og digital 
planning
NDI AG

Factory Tour
Advanced production

NDI AG

Join our one-day course in Berlin and learn how digital dentistry, 
anatomy insight and biology understanding, sets a new path on 
immediate implantology.  All combined into an implant design 
that meets the modern patient’s demand for an individual, 
painfree and simple implant solution.

Experience the whole process: from digital scanning, design and 
production to implant placement in patient - live naturally.

Berlin 6.11.2019, 10:30 -18

Factory Tour & Live Surgery in Berlin

Picture: Dr. D. Hildebrand tapping in a REPLICATE® tooth 

ON DEMAND, ALL CUSTOMIZED, NO DRILLING 
- TAP INTO THE REPLICATE TOOTH UNIVERSE 
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Program

Registration
Read more and sign up on the 
course page on puredent.dk or:
Phone +45 31 31 19 25
E-mail: info@puredent.dk

Course Fee

REPLICATE™ takes implantology to the next 
level, where everything is custom-made, on 
demand and minimally invasive.

Every REPLICATE™ is designed according to 
the needs of the individual patient and only 
fits into the unique recipient alveolar.

There are no standard components, implant 
guides, stock or instrument sets but instead 
technology and biology combined and 
manufacturing in the most advanced way.
- professionally delivered and available to any 
implantologist. 

Replicate Tooth
The Power of Customization

10:00 Arrival to SXF (Shönefeld)
 transport to NDI

Factory tour NDI
(Edisonstraße 63, 12459 Berlin)
10:30 Natural Dental Implants, Factory Tour
12:00 Transport to Dental-Forum

Live Surgery
(Westhafenstraße 1, 13353 Berlin)
12:45 Lunch & welcome
13:15 Course & live surgery
 by Dr. Detlef Hildebrand
18:00 Summary and questions

Departure evening

19:35 Departure TXL / CPH..

Participants who can not attend at the Factory  
Tour on Day 1, the Factory Tour wil be possible the 
following morning.

See more details, dates and
flight times at www.puredent.dk

Including shared transport in Berlin and lunch:
215 EUR (incl. VAT)
Retur same evening
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